*************************
Da: Steven Krivit
Inviato: 1-ago-11 22:36
A: Simona Storchi; paolo.capiluppi-unibo.it
Oggetto: Rossi Contract

Caro Paolo,
Please look at the enclosed notice, which is dated June 19. I think this
date is in error for two reasons:
1. On June 24 you did not know the status of the contract.
2. You notified me of the notice on July 1.
Can you please advise me?
Grazie,
Steve

*************************
X-SpamFlt-Status: Not Detected
From: "Paolo Capiluppi" <
To: "'Steven Krivit'"
Subject: R: UNIBO contract
Date: Fri, 24 Jun 2011 17:34:42 +0200
Organization: Unibo
X-Mailer: Microsoft Office Outlook 12.0

Hi Steve,
I cannot neither confirm nor deny the signature. I'm out of Bologna since
yesterday morning and I no way
to check if the copy of the contract was back. Till then I cannot say anything.
I got a couple of calls on my portable from strange numbers non callable back. I
had not the time to catch my phone.
If were you, can call me now or in quarter of hour. However all I can say is just
above.
Cheers
Paolo

*************************

At 05:31 AM 7/1/2011, Paolo Capiluppi wrote:
Dear Steve,
I have published in the web site of the Department an official statement about the
Contract you know of.
You can find it at http://www.df.unibo.it/bacheca/bacheca.htm , under "avvisi".
It's in Italian, sorry, but I know you will understand it very well.
Cheers
Paolo Capiluppi

*************************
From: "Paolo Capiluppi"
To: "'Steven Krivit'", "'Simona Storchi'"
Cc: "'Paolo Capiluppi'"
Subject: R: Rossi Contract
Date: Tue, 2 Aug 2011 10:03:24 +0200
Dear Steve,
thanks for having noted the error. You are the first and only one to have noticed the
mistake.
It’s my stupid mistype, being concentrated on the text.
The date should be read 29th of June.
Just a wrong number, but I take all the responsibility of the mistake.
We will correct the document asap. (BTW June 19 was Sunday)
Apologize for the confusion, and thanks again.
As soon as I’ll have news I’ll inform you.
I’m reading your report n. 3 and I’d like to compliment with you:
a huge work.
Ciao
Paolo

*************************

